“Sharing decades of monitoring
experience: what your SOPs
didn't tell you" ?
Revital Katznelson, Ph.D.
Berkeley, CA
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Curriculum Vitae
Growing up a budding scientist: the observant 4-year old, the best essay writer in
fifth grade, the outdoor-explorer teenager, the research-lackey IDF soldier
University days: the joy of learning, repeated experiments, CPM is real science, original
ideas for a Ph.D, scientific papers
Post-Doc research: how to think like benthic cyanobacteria, how to study vertical
profiles, why you need to be on the water at dawn, research reports
Visiting (and staying in) California: stormwater toxicity – diazinon is everywhere,
Ceriodaphnia tests in-house, finding hazardous materials where we don’t want them
Coordinating Citizen Monitoring in CA: anyone can generate reliable data of known
quality given good SOPs, accuracy and precision are instrument specific, field kits can be
good enough, never lump measurement error with environmental variability
Teaching conceptual thinking: results versus descriptors, representativeness and
comparability, never lump measurement error with environmental variability, we all use
the same unifying concepts across monitoring disciplines
Reporting other people’s data: the joy of data crunching and the frustrating gaps
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Today’s talk
Laying out the elements of my talk by chronology AND by
subject-matter created a very complex, multidimensional
matrix. I decided to follow five “development threads” by
subject-matter, in horizontal layers across the years.
1. The power of categorization
2. Development of an Internal Policewoman
3. Clear communication
4. Teaching
5. Tools, games, and data management systems
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Thread #1: the power of categorization
I was 3 or 4 years old when my father started
challenging me with missions such as telling the
difference between this plant and that, or remembering
their names and features, or noticing how they change
over the season, or finding a specific plant on the
hillside. These keen observation skills never left me.
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Thread #1 Cont.

In high school, our biology teacher gave us a mixed case of day-butterflies
and night-moths, and asked us to tell them apart.
Categorizing: Tabulating information to arrange items according to
what they share and how they differ.
Categorizing and tabulating features of land animals during undergraduate
zoology classes helped me remember everything (and good test scores can
be had for those who remember!)
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Thread #1 Cont.

“Characteristic” and “Result”
Horizontal ….
Station ID

SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB

All these items in purple cells are characteristics

date

time

3/29/1997
4/26/1997
6/7/1997
6/21/1997
8/2/1997

Specific
Conductance

10:45
10:30
10:55
11:20
10:50

Diss.
H2O temp
oxygen

μS

mg/l

Celsius

570

6.4
4.6
10.2
15
1

14.5
17.5
19
18
18

530
660

pH

Turbidity

JTU
7.8
6.8
8.2
7.4

ND
ND
5
5
ND

…. to Vertical
Station ID date

SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB
SLC-WB

3/29/1997
3/29/1997
3/29/1997
3/29/1997
3/29/1997
4/26/1997

time

Instrument
ID

10:45
10:45
10:45
10:45
10:45
10:30

EC-SLC3
DOW-SLC1
TR-SLC1
PHEL-SLC3
TUJ-SLC1
EC-SLC3

Reso - Characteristic
lution
10
0.2
1
0.1
5
10

Sp. Conductance
Dissolved oxygen
H2O Temperature
pH
Turbidity
Sp. Conductance

units

μS
mg/l
°C
pH
JTU
μS

Result

570
6.4
14.5
7.8

Qual Comment

J
ND
dead battery

The “characteristic” field is a unifying entity
Bonus: you can add any number of descriptors to each Result
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Sorting to Types

Thread #1 Cont.

Characteristic – the property monitored; it can be an
-- Analyte (e.g., ammonia),
-- A physical property (e.g. Temperature, particle size),
-- (more)
Result - the outcome of an evaluation, measurement, or
analysis. It can be a
-- Verbal Category (e.g., ‘murky’)
-- Individual Measured Value (e.g., 18 C)
-- Estimated number or numeric range (e.g., 20-50%
embeddedness)

-- Count
-- Score
-- Calculated “Endpoint”
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Result Endpoints examples
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Endpoint – a.k.a. Calculated Endpoint - a catch-all term for
metrics, indices, descriptive statistics (min, max, mean, and
various percentiles), most probable numbers, etc.
- Derived Endpoint for one Sample (e.g., LC50=0.4ug/L; E.
coli=126 MPN/100mL; % tolerant taxa=24) [1 characteristic, dependent]

- Aggregated Endpoint for one Sample or spatial entity (e.g.,
PEC toxicity quotient, Average stream width, median particle size, Index
of Biological Integrity, etc.) [possibly >1 characteristic, independent]

- Descriptive Statistic for many data points (Endpoint types:
moving weekly average, 5-wk geometric mean, max, MWAT, etc)

- Rank for many data points
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Thread #1 Cont.
Table 2: Monitoring Result Types and Endpoint Types

The “Result Type”
and “Endpoint Type”
fields are also
unifying entities:
workers from all
areas of inquiry use
the same types (even
if they have different
names for them)

Result Type

Endpoint Type

(txt) Verbal category

Not applicable

(txt) Numeric range
category
(num) Individual value

Not applicable

water murkiness=murky; flow
conditions=isolated pools
upper canopy cover=10-40%

Not applicable

Water Temperature=18 C

Estimated number or
numeric range
Count

Not applicable

Flow discharge is about 3 cfs

Not applicable

Not applicable
Score (individual
characteristic)
Derived Endpoint (for 1 data Simple Arithmetic Endpoint
point, or sample, or test)
Qualtile of Concentration or
size
Effect category
Most Probable Number (MPN)
Complex Endpoint

Aggregated Endpoint (for 1 Simple aggregate

survival (in a toxicity test)=90%;
fecal coliforms = 325 cfu/100 mL;
% EPT=31; Q=5 cubic ft/sec;
Cdub48hLC50=0.4 ug/L Diazinon;
Ppro7dEC15=33% sample; Pebbles d50=46
mm
NOEC: Endpoint of a toxicity test: No
Observed Effect Concentration
fecal coliforms = 234 MPN/100 mL
TUa=3.2 ;
Tolerance-related BMI Metrics;
percent gravel in Reach = 32%

data point, or sample, or spatial
entity)

Descriptive statistic (for
many data points)

Compound Endpoint

mean PEC toxicity quotient;
Index of Biological Integrity (IBI)

Aggregated score

habitat value=18 (of 25)

Rating
Grade
(more)
arithmetic mean (avg)
median
minimum
maximum
geometric mean of five
consecutive weeks
moving weekly average
(more)

Rank (for many data points)

Source: Katznelson 2002

Examples

mean global temperature for June 1st
2009=12.4 C
median copper conc.=13 ug/L

third in the Nation!
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Another example of a unifying concept: Sampling design principle
Spatial and Temporal Sampling Design Principles

Deliberate

Non -Deliberate

Deterministic

Probabilistic

(knowledge-based)

(probability-based)

Anecdotal
Whenever/
Wherever

Directed
a.k.a Targeted,
Judgmental
Developed for SWRCB, 2005

Systematic

Random
(stratified)

Constrained
Responsive
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Thread #1 Cont.

Spatial sampling frames do vary…

Large
Woody
Debris

Transects,
Points,
Plots
Habitat
Units

Cross Sections &
Pebble Count zigzag
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Mapping is so much easier with a Backbone!

Thread #1 Cont.

Thalweg
Mid-Channel,
Centroid,
other
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You can measure the
Frame Origin’s
backbone-distance
from the Permanent
Station,
and snap the entire
Frame to the globe
You can measure the
backbone-distance from a
Frame component (e.g.,
Crossline) to the Origin,
Then add a Local
Reference Point (e.g.,
Left Bank),
And map any point within
the Frame.

The spatial Sampling Frame
(A tale of two transects)

Thread #1 Cont.

T2

T1

You can have many types of components: Crosslines,
Points, Plots, etc; all can be snapped to the same grid.
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Thread #1 Cont.
Crossline, plot, and stream “backbone” are also unifying
concepts (and yes, people have different names for them too)
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Some unifying concepts that are relevant to
environmental monitoring

Thread #1 Cont.

Monitoring Results
Result types and Endpoint types;
Performance / acceptance criteria;
Selection criteria;
Quality objectives (e.g., accuracy, confidence level);
Sampling design principles (e.g., directed, random);
Units of Representativeness (e.g., Station Visit, transect);
Spatial referencing (points on a grid);
Lines (origin, length, direction);
Tracking and linking entities (e.g.,Station ID, Sample ID);
Database Fields and database Cells;
(more…….)
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Thread #1 Cont.

Measurement Systems are also a unifying concept
Even if they measure different things
Measurement systems are devices and/or procedures used for
quantitation of environmental characteristics, including
instruments used for field measurements, sampling & analysis
processes, and assessment of physical attributes.

Every Measurement System needs Quality Checks
•
•
•
•

Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicate,
sample arrival temperature,
repeated categorical observations, or
a survey loop closure

…are very different from each other, but all of them are
Quality Checks.
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Categories and Types of Quality Checks
Quality Check
Category

Examples

Data quality aspect
addressed

Comparison to a
'Standard'

Accuracy Check (a.k.a post calibration accuracy
check)

Survey Loop

Survey loop closure

accuracy

Repeats

repeated field measurement, field
rdups, lab reps, etc.

precision

repeated categorical observations

% match

Inspections or
verifications

sample custody seal, arrival
temperature, preservative
concentration, field spike, etc.

sample integrity - lack
of tempering or
deterioration

Blanks

bottle blank, equipment rinsate, field
blank, method blank, etc.

sample integrity - lack
of contamination

Spikes

LCS, CRM, Surrogate, Matrix Spike,
Internal Standard

Percent recovery

Positive and
negative controls

reference toxicant test, bacterial
cultures, etc.

validity
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All quality check are comparisons of 1st value to
2nd value (this is the ultimate unifying concept! :)
Data Field
Characteristic
Result Unit
Batch Type
Batch Entity Name
Batch Entity ID
Batch Date or Period
Expected or 1st Value Type
Expected or 1st Result
Observed or 2nd Value type
Observed or 2nd Result
(outcome)

Example 1

Thread #1 Cont.

Example 2

Sp. Conductance
Ammonia as N
uS
mg/L
Field Instrument
Analytical lab batch
Instrument ID
Lab Batch ID
EC-SLC03
TRI-NH343
3/8/06 to 4/5/06
9/12/2001
Value of Standard Nominal Concetration
solution
1413
0.8
Instrument Reading
Measured
Concentration
1450
0.75
& Accuracy
% Recovery

These data fields work well for comparisons, repeats, spikes, and blanks
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Thread #2: Development of an internal policewoman
In 1968, as an IDF soldier working for a researcher from
the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture in the Sinai desert, I
was tasked with measuring leaves of cucumber plants
growing under 4 different irrigation methods.
We were told:
-- How many plants to choose from each treatment plot
(but not how to select them: Random? Systematic?
Directed?),
-- How many leaves to pluck from each plant (but not
what they should represent: mature leaves only? Older
included? 4th and 5th from each stem?)
[I am sure the instructions were somewhere but I do
not recall reading them. Maybe I did. I also do not
recall any quality checks (beyond the built-in
repetition).]
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(Jump 3 decades)

Thread #2 Cont.

The National Water Quality Monitoring Council was established in
1997 and held the first conference in Reno in 1998 (and people from
different agencies started talking to each other!)
Reno 1998: I watched the EPA intern describe his efforts to round up
existing water quality data all over the Nation. He wept as he told us
that he could not use 90 percent of the data because he could not dig
up any information about their quality. That’s millions of monitoring
dollars, folks. I am sure anybody who was there will remember it as I
do, but there were only 80-odd people in the room.
Over the next twenty years, I met many of those who were not.
I think that was the first time I understood the need for a programmatic
mechanism to assure generation of usable data. Moreover, the person
who collects and/or processes data needs to internalize the fact that it
is their responsibility to deliver usable data.
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Thread #2 Cont.

A word to managers: you must allocate resources
What does it take to provide information about data quality?
-- allocate at least 15% of the budget to quality checks (duplicates, spikes,
blanks, etc.)
-- provide awareness training (about attitude and personal responsibility)
to all Project operators, as well as skills training
-- hire and pay a savvy person to run data quality assessments for each
data batch
-- figure out how to organize the quality checks information in your data
management system
-- figure out how to share this information so it is “discoverable”.
-- did I forget anything?
Sound complex, but there are people and tools that can help you.
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Things the Internal

Policewoman helps with:

Healthy skepticism about the functionality of every new measurement system,
and the urge to explore every aspect before use for data collection
Reagent kits: Identification of the strength of the chemical reagents (i.e., when
is there too much analyte and we need to dilute the sample),
Sensors: Identification of range of linear signal or reading
Making sure the instrument works well: repeating measurements, testing
responsiveness to changing environments
Watching how fast the reading changes (e.g., is the thermistor insulated under
a thick layer of plastic? Are you using a nearly exhausted pH electrode in
low-conductivity water? Does the color in your test tube develop too slow?)
Calibrating often to reduce drift
(more)
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The Internal Policewoman also helps you understand
the importance of post-event accuracy checks
Instrument Drift Over Time (Theoretical)
7.5
7.4

pH

7.3

Calibration
Adjustment

Accuracy
Check

7.2

g in

ard

Drift from the
"calibrated state"

7.1

The "calibrated state"

7
6.9

R

in
ead

nd
Sta

Time

DRIFT HAPPENS!
If you do not check and record how much your
instrument has drifted from the calibrated state,
you are reporting data of unknown quality!
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Representative Aliquots

Thread #2 Cont.

when multiple jars go to different labs
Aliquoting a sediment composite
sample using “the Jerusalem
Method” – making sure the sample is
totally homogenous, than distributing
small increments to all sample
containers (25% or the volume or less)
and repeating the round several times.
With liquid slurries – use the churn splitter (or a siphon, or a pump) and
keep stirring the source sample rigorously while dispensing small
increments to all bottles again and again. *
*that way you will not receive lab results of zero
TSS combined with murky water for toxicity tests
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Thread #3 Clear Communication
The importance of communication was bred in the
bone by my mother and my grade-school teachers,
who taught me to write clearly and unambiguously.
Over the years I discovered that excellent test scores
can be had if I make it easy for the reader to get to the
essence of what I am saying without wasting eyesight
and brainpower on deciphering my handwriting and/or
gleaning the meaning of each sentence.
Then I learned how to write publications for scientific
journals, where clarity was mandatory.
My first language is Hebrew. I picked up my English as a 12-year-old (I
spent a year in Davis, Ca).
Later I discovered that being bilingual forces you to be very sensitive to
nuances, expressions, and the various meanings of one word.
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(Reminder)

Thread #3 Cont.

2002: The NWQMC
(National Water Quality
Monitoring Council)
Monitoring Framework

Lots of
different
tasks and
things to
do here…
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Thread #3 Cont.

When I did my own academic research, things
were simple: they all happen in one brain!

Experts

Stakeholders
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But when several brains work on the Project’s Thread #3 Cont.
tasks, things get complicated…

Experts

Stakeholders
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Thread #3 Cont.

Suddenly we need a lot of
communication here!

Experts

Stakeholders
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Thread #3 Cont.

Communication about monitoring
1995 ITFM - the Intergovernmental Task Force on Monitoring Water Quality
- published recommendations: agencies need to talk to each other!
The Council was established in 1997 and convened a conference (Reno 1998:
people started talking to each other!

And when the people started talking to each other, they discovered that
each agency speaks its own version of Agentese, and each program
has it own dialect of Programese.
Thus the Methods and Data Comparability Board came to be.

[I consider myself lucky and blessed to have sat in two of the MDCB
workgroup, which put me in the same room (or conference call) with the
best thinkers and doers in the Nation].
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Language is important

Thread #3 Cont.

What is the “Sensitivity” MQO all about?
Detection limit of an analytical method – the minimum
amount of analyte we can detect with confidence
Resolution of a measuring instrument – the increments we
can discern
(and people also use this word for:
Responsiveness – how fast does the reading change in
response to change of environment
Fragility – how vulnerable an instrument is to damage from
shock or extreme condition)
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Calibration: “Comparison of a measurement standard,
instrument, or item with a standard or instrument of higher
accuracy to detect and quantify inaccuracies and to report or
eliminate those inaccuracies by adjustments” [USEPA].
May be SEPARATED into…

Accuracy check: Comparison of the Instrument’s reading with a
value believed to be the “true” value, without adjustments of the
reading. [Report]

Calibration adjustment: The action of adjusting the reading of
an instrument to have it match a “true” value. (Naturally, you do
this after you run the accuracy check…). [eliminate]
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Communicating Instructions
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The Contents of a typical DQM SOP – very specific, step-by step
instructions
-- Introduction: authoring agency and intended audience, Instrument
information,
-- Calibration: required standard, steps
-- Measurements: steps
-- Actions to affect measurement quality (list)
-- Actions to check measurement quality (steps)
-- Actions to record and report measurement quality (steps)
-- Maintenance and storage
The Clean Water Team (the citizen monitoring program of the California State
Water Resources Control Board) developed a guidance compendium with Fact
Sheets, Information Papers, and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). Some of the
SOPs are part of the Data Quality Management (DQM) system and Toolbox; these
provide an array of spreadsheets for all data quality and metadata documentation,
with associated guidance.
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/swamp/cwt_guidance.shtml
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/swamp/cwt_toolbox.shtml
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Communicating information about the data
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Spatial descriptors
Station Type : creek, outfall, ditch
Station Selection Intent: Impact assessment, source ID
Reach Selection Design: systematic, directed, random, anecdotal
Station Selection Design: (same options)

Temporal descriptors
Condition: Storm runoff flows (wet) or base flow (dry) weather *
Sample Timing Intent: worst case, snapshot, routine monitoring
Seasonal Sampling Design: systematic, directed, random, anecdotal
Diurnal Sampling Design: (same options)
Season of interest: summer, fall

* Can you guess how many hours my report team invested in
reviewing precipitation and streamflow data in order to
separate Runoff from Non-Runoff sample Results ? !
Source: Katznelson 2002
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Table 3: Examples of Pick-Lists for Intent and Design of the Study-Dataset
Subject

Field

Pick-List Item Name

3.2.1 Spatial intent
3.2.1.1 Station Selection Intent
3.2.1.1.1 fixed Station for long
term monitoring
3.2.1.1.2 permit compliance
monitoring
3.2.1.1.3 source Identification
3.2.1.1.4 characterization of
refuge areas
3.2.1.1.5 impact assessment

Pick-List Item Definition

Monitoring at the same spot each time to create a long-term
record of conditions
Monitoring for the purpose of comparison with water quality
benchmark specified in a discharge permit to check if that
discharge is in compliance
Identifying the source of a given constituent within a river
network or land use activities
Identifying and characterizing habitat areas having the bestcase-scenario in term of extreme conditions; i.e., the least
impacted habitats in a reach
Monitoring to determine whether an impact to a given
ecosystem has occurred; often involves selection of stations

[[more]]

3.2.2 Temporal Intent
3.2.2.1 Sample Timing Intent
3.2.2.1.1 routine monitoring
3.2.2.1.2 snapshot
3.2.2.1.3 dry weather discharge
3.2.2.1.4 storm runoff
i scenario
3.2.2.1.5 worstit case
3.2.2.1.6 identification of
specific conditions

Actually, all this
information about
Study Intent and
Design can easily
be included in a
database!

Repeated monitoring at fixed time intervals to provide longterm data
One-time monitoring of multiple Stations
Monitoring during dry weather to characterize non-storm flow
Monitoring storm runoff events at different water levels and
phases during the event
Monitoring during the times anticipated to represent the most
critical or the most extreme conditions within the natural
Monitoring during the times anticipated to represent certain
conditions in a waterbody, such as summer stratification.

[[more]]

3.3.1 Spatial Design
3.3.1.1 Reach Selection Design
3.3.1.1.1 systematic
3.3.1.1.2 directed (to
environment)
3.3.1.1.3 stratified random

Deterministic approach, points selected deliberately at fixedintervals of area, length, or time
Deterministic approach, points selected deliberately based
on knowledge of their attributes of interest as related to the
environment monitored; also known as "targeted",
Probabilistic approach, deliberate, points selected at random
from a population stratified by specific attributes

3.3.1.1.4 (deliberate to
operations)

Deterministic approach, points selected deliberately based
on operational requirements or logistical constraints

3.3.1.1.5 non-deliberate
(anecdotal)

Non-of-the-above, non-deliberate; points selected causally
or whenever/wherever, or by given constraints, or
opportunistically
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I am the worst
case scenario

… so the Resutls can
speak for themselves
I have been collected
in a stagnant ditch at
14:00

DO=5.6
pH=8.7

Source: Katznelson 2002
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There IS a connection between Study Intent and Representativeness
A Study Question should be the narrowest sliver of monitoring efforts – I
always try to separate the issues. It is almost impossible to design a sampling
effort that will answer multiple questions unless you break it to separate intents
Question formulation underlies the art of honing what I want my data to tell,
i.e., the intent of the study
I need to deliberately select where/when to collect data so it represents what I
am looking for (e.g., measure DO at dawn if I want the worst case scenario)
Thinking the study intent informs the developing of an appropriate design, and
articulating the intent and design to myself helps me share it with others
When I published my 2002 paper about including study intent and sampling
design in a database, I was told that I am ahead of my time. Is it time now?
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Thread #4: Teaching
Teaching methods: Socrates knew what he was doing
The strengths of the Socratic method:
-- aim to what the student knows,
-- discovery learning (they will forget what they were told but remember what
they have discovered themselves)
1979: Teaching biogeochemistry via a Socratic discussion “what is life and
what do critters need to live” – energy sources, carbon sources, electron
acceptors drive the carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur cycles in Nature (and I fill it in
on the board as we discuss each step – and then invent a Board Game).
2004, 2010: Distance Learning courses: use of interactive multimedia
presentations to get people engaged
http://swamp.waterboards.ca.gov/swamp/qapp_advisor/FieldMethods/start.html
2006 on: “Water Quality Monitoring Design” at UC Berkeley Extension
(a 2-day course offered once or twice a year)
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Thread #5: Games, Ideas, and Data
Management Systems
1989 – After teaching biogeochemistry and building the
Carbon, Nitrogen, and Sulfur cycles in Nature on the
blackboard I saw a board game in front of my eyes. It took an
hour to create the playable prototype.
1993 – while studying urban runoff toxicity in the San
Francisco Bay Area – I made a strategy Board Game called “
’Rainwashed ” and played it with colleagues from the
Waterboard and the agencies they regulate. I also played it with
teenagers and with 10-year old children in their classrooms
(they were riveted!)
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‘Rainwashed, the Urban Runoff Game

Thread #5 Cont.
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‘Rainwashed detail:
the trouble with
constituents (yellow
pictures) from cars.
Each Path shows
constituent source
(purple), how it moves
from the source to
receiving waters, what
calamities it creates
(red), and how we can
intercept the
constituent before it
reaches the waterways
(green).
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FlexiGrid implementation

-- 2007 Used a FlexiGrid spreadsheet constructed for an interim physical habitat
assessment protocol (that has been practiced in California until 2006), with an
associated Endpoint Derivation tool.
-- 2008-2010 Modified the original spreadsheet Most
to sampling
comply
with the 2007 SWAMP
frames share the following properties:
- A ‘Grid’ made of a number of components
protocol, added characteristics for periphyton assessments,
and had the team enter
- Flexible geometry (variable angles)
- Multi-dimensional
data directly in the field.
- A structure with internal hierarchy
Thus, the conceptual Spatial Sampling Frame is essentially a
-- 2010 Added a crosswalk to the SWAMP database
so the
data can flexible
be easily
“universal spatial
multi-dimensional
sampling
frame with internal hierarchy”, or FlexiGrid. This FlexiGrid
uploaded to SWAMP and CEDEN.
example shows the traditional "Reach and 11 Transects" frame.
LB
RB

FlexiGrid

FlexiGrid
Backbone
Plot
Crossline

Crossline
Point
Local
Reference
Point

FlexiGrid
Origin

Permanent
Station

Bankfull
Backbone
Wetted channel
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Advice to budding professionals
-- You cannot “own” your data if you do not take personal
responsibility for its quality
-- If you want people to believe your data you need to own the
data you collect
-- During planning, data collection, and reporting, always
communicate with your data user – at least in your head
-- Put yourself inside the mind of the person who will be
attempting to learn something from the data you have generated
-- When you decide what to measure think about someone else
analyzing your data – what holes will they encounter?
-- Representativeness does not just happen; you have to
make it happen
-- Data elements are the foundation of information management
-- Always have a hefty dose of critical thinking.
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Thanks for Listening!

Click the
horizontal tab
“Products” for
links:
Clean Water Team,
Methods and Data
Comparability
Board,
Revital’s
manuscripts, etc.

www.water-science-etc.net

Feel free to contact me with questions
revitalk@sbcglobal.net
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